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ABSTRACT

We present results of an EUV spectroscopic and timing study of one of the most

active main-sequence stars, 47 Cas B. EUVE observed the system for almost 7 days. A

number of emission lines were clearly detected in the SW spectrometer, including lines

of Fe at ionization stages between Fe XV and Fe XXIII that could be used to derive the

coronal EM distribution. We performed 2 and 3 temperature �ts using the CIE models

implemented in the Utrecht SPEX software. We found that a low hydrogen column

density NH (� 1018 cm�2) was required to �t the combined SW-MW spectrum. The

3-T CIE model gave an Fe abundance of 0.28 times solar photospheric. This value is

quite di�erent from iron abundances obtained for several other G stars (often around

0.8). Di�erent reconstruction methods for emission measure distributions showed no

signi�cant coronal emission at low temperatures (kT < 0:3 keV). The EM distribution

was found to be bi-modal, with two peaks at � 0:5 keV and � 1:3 keV.

We then performed a timing analysis of the EUVE Deep Survey light curves of 47

Cas B and the similar solar analog EK Dra. Fourier transform, autocorrelation and

structure function were used to test the presence of a rotational modulation period and

to characterize the statistical properties of the considerable are variability. A test

based on di�erent time-phasing of the light curve was then applied. We characterized

bin count rates in terms of the probability for aring emission. The detected ares

were used to investigate the are distribution in energy. We derived power-law indices

suggesting a considerable contribution of small energy ares to the coronal heating of

these two stars.

1. Introduction

Late-type stars are prominent sources of magnetic coronal activity as seen in the X-ray, the

EUV and the radio domains. The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE, Malina & Bowyer 1991)
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has been pioneering the EUV domain. Numerous spectroscopic studies were performed with the

three spectrometers on board EUVE (see, e.g., Schmitt et al. 1996). The Deep Survey Photometer

(67-178 �A) imaging data were often used to display light curves in order to derive parameters of

coronal loops (from duration, rise & decay times, luminosity at maximum). However, a general

study of light curve variability and are distribution statistics has yet to be performed. EUVE is

an excellent observatory for this purpose as very long contiguous observations are available (several

days). This kind of analysis is important to help clarifying the `microare hypothesis': solar ares

have been found to be distributed in energy according to a power-law, i.e., dN=dE / E��, with

� � 1:5� 2:5. If �
�

> 2, the probability exists that an extrapolation to lower energies may provide

the energy necessary to heat the complete corona (see, e.g., Hudson 1991).

2. Observations and Data Reduction

2.1. 47 Cas & EK Dra

47 Cas is a F0V main-sequence star, probably coeval with the Pleiades. Hipparcos revealed

its binary origin (G�udel et al. 1998). The secondary star (47 Cas B) is thought to be a dG star,

invisible in the optical range but very luminous in EUV, X-rays and radio, while the optical

primary star is dark in these ranges. Hipparcos determined a distance of 33.6 pc. The EUVE

observation was part of the Guest Observer Program and lasted almost 7 contiguous days. A

short (5h40m) gap in the last part of the observation was due to an ALEXIS target of opportunity

observation.

We used events and image FITS �les from the EUVE Archive. Standard data reduction was

performed. For the spectral analysis, we only used the SW and MW spectrometer data only,

since no obvious lines were visible in the LW data. We used the DS data to extract a light curve

(Fig. 1a) with a binsize of the order of the orbital period of EUVE (96m). A circle for the source

and a concentric annulus for the background were de�ned before the extraction of the counts.

We extended our timing study to another very active young solar analog, EK Dra. EUVE

spectral analysis and a complete description of the star is found in G�udel et al. (1997). Although

the photon DS image was found to lie near the dead spot, we carefully analyzed the positions of

the detected events in detector coordinates to conclude that there was no signi�cant e�ect on the

light curve variability.

3. The Spectrum of 47 Cas

We analyzed the extracted spectrum of 47 Cas with the Utrecht Software SPEX (Kaastra,

Mewe, & Nieuwenhuijzen 1996). We rebinned the original spectrum by a factor of 8 in order to

obtain a resolution almost equal to the EUVE spectrometers' resolutions (0.5 �A and 1 �A for the

SW & MW, respectively), leading to a total of 385 data channels after removing bad channels and

channels close to the He II �303:78 line. Figure 1b shows the combined spectrum on a logarithmic

wavelength scale. The MW spectrum is plotted with a shift of �5 � 10�4 counts � s�1 ��A�1 for

illustration. Several iron lines with ionization stages from Fe XV to Fe XXIII were detected,
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Fig. 1.| (a) 47 Cas: DS light curve; (b) SW/MW spectrum.

implying line formation temperatures ranging from 106:3 to 107:0 K.

We used the collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE) in SPEX together with an hydrogen

absorption component to determine the element abundances and the hydrogen column density NH.

Two and three temperature �ts were performed. The 3-T CIE model with the third temperature

restricted to less than 0.3 keV gave a good �t, with an iron abundance around 0.3 times the

solar photospheric value. A low NH value (1018 cm�2) was required to �t the combined SW-MW

spectrum. We then performed a polynomial DEM �t to the spectrum, using Chebychev polynoms.

Two bumps appeared for di�erent polynomial degrees. Therefore, we next applied a 2-T CIE

model �t, with NH �xed and the iron abundance free. Again, an acceptable �t yielded Fe � 0:3.

Finally, using both the updated iron abundance and �xed NH we applied three di�erent DEM

methods: Chebychev polynoms, regularization inversion and CLEAN algorithm (see Audard et al.

1998 for further details).

4. A Timing Study

4.1. Method

Our light curve analysis method is derived from the method that Robinson et al. (1995)

presented for UV studies. Only pivotal points are summarized here. We �rst de�ned a `quiescent'

emission by excluding photon arrival times that belong to obvious aring intervals. We then

binned these to a small binsize ( 1

50
of 96m) in order to obtain a su�cient number of counts per bin.

Next, we used these `original bins' to test if a Poisson distribution could describe the `quiescent'

emission, for di�erent binsizes. Figure 2, top panel, shows the resulting distribution for a binsize

of the order of the satellite orbital period. The derived Poissonian distribution is superimposed.

As this method is `phase' dependent, we tested the distribution with several reference phases

and took the largest number of counts in the bin to derive the �nal distribution (Fig. 2, bottom

panel, see Audard et al. (1998) for details). The new distribution is no longer �tted by a Poisson

distribution. It was used to assign an occurence probability to each measured number of counts.
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Using the complete data, we binned the photon arrival times at di�erent binsizes and di�erent

reference phases. Knowing for a particular binsize the true number of counts in the bins, we

used the time-phased quiescent counts distribution to derive the probabilities for the presence of

`quiescent-only' emission.

4.2. 47 Cas

Figure 3 shows the resulting `signi�cance plot' after excluding probabilities higher than 10�3

for quiescence and counts per bin less than the mean value of the distribution, thus leading to

a plot showing only signi�cant `ares'. Very small probabilities (dark grey) characterize very

probable `ares' while higher probabilities (light grey) indicate less probable aring events. We

excluded a detection just before the TOO, as the end of the are could not be determined.

To determine timing characteristics of the ares, we used a smoothed `background' light curve

(Fig. 4a). Gaussian �ts were performed to determine the are durations, their beginnings and

aproximate ends. Due to its peculiar shape, the parameters of the last are were determined by

eye.

The timing and spectral (EM) characteristics allowed us to determine the total X-radiated

energy of a are as well as the cumulative are energy distribution. We refer to Audard et al.

(1998) for details. The conversion factor between counts and energy was determined from the

DEM polynomial �t. We obtained a value of 2:5 � 1030 ergs � s�1 over the total X-ray regime for a

weighted mean DS count rate of 0.1267 counts/s, which yielded a conversion factor of 1:97 � 1031

ergs per count. Figure 4b shows the cumulative are distribution in total energy. We �tted a

power-law function, without error bars. Three di�erent results were derived, depending on the

in- or exclusion of the last point and of the �rst three points (near the detection threshold). The

indices are almost identical. X-ray solar are cumulative distributions give almost the same indices

Fig. 2.| Count distributions for a binwidth of

96 min with and without phase-testing.

Fig. 3.| `Signi�cance plot' for 47 Cas as a

function of time and binwidth.
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(e.g. Crosby et al. 1993).

Fig. 4.| (a) 47 Cas: median smoothed light curve and smoothed lower envelope; (b) cumulative

are distribution in total energy.

4.3. EK Dra

EK Dra's light curve (G�udel et al. 1997) displays very frequent and long-lasting ares. Due to

the large activity, the short `quiescent' intervals were not su�cient to derive e�ciently the count

distributions. We therefore simulated a `quiescent emission', using the level of the quiescent data.

Figure 5a displays the `signi�cance plot'. 17 ares are extracted. Fig. 5b shows the cumulative

are distribution for EK Dra. The conversion factor was 2:1 � 1031 ergs per count. The distribution

is not precisely a power-law within the low and high energy parts. This is mainly due to large

inherent energy error bars for the former and the uncertainty in the occurence rate of large

ares. Nevertheless, excluding the `uncertain' parts, we retrieve a power-law index signi�cantly

higher than for 47 Cas. This might indicate a much greater contribution of low-energetic ares,

suggesting that a considerable portion of the coronal energy release may be provided by ares.

Fig. 5.| (a) EK Dra: `signi�cance plot'; (b) cumulative are distribution in total energy.
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5. Conclusion

We analyzed data from the EUVE observations of 47 Cas. We showed that many iron lines

were present, from ionization stages xv to xxiii. Final multi-temperature CIE and DEM methods

�ts yielded an interstellar hydrogen column density NH of 1018 cm�2 and an iron abundance

of 0.3 times the solar photospheric value, resulting in a two-bump di�erential emission measure

distribution. The average X-ray luminosity was derived and allowed us to calculate a conversion

factor between energy and counts.

We applied a timing method originally presented by Robinson et al. (1995) and modi�ed by

us for characterizing ares, in order to determine the cumulative are distribution in total energy.

This distribution was �tted with a power-law and yielded indices comparable to solar. We also

studied the DS observation of EK Dra. The power-law index suggested a larger contribution of

small ares. This result may indicate that coronal ares are largely responsible for the coronal

heating in young active stars. We are presently studying important corrections to the are

distribution due to overlapping ares; the analysis is being extended to other EUVE data sets

(Audard et al. 1998).
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